Services

- Classifications
  - Data dissemination (UNSD, Hanoi 2010)
  - EBOPS 2002
  - EBOPS classification (UNSD, Hanoi 2010)
  - Modes of Supply
  - Modes of supply (WTO, Hanoi 2010)
  - Sectoral Classification List (W/120)

- Manuals and Methodology
  - 38th UNSC - Report of the SG and the WTO on tourism statistics
  - Balance of Payments, 5th Edition
  - Balance of Payments - BPM6
  - Bilateral Trade Asymmetries in Trade in Services
  - Difference BoP - Foreign Trade statistics - Eurostat, 2004
  - FDI statistics (Eurostat, Hanoi 2010)
  - Foreign Affiliates Statistics (WTO, Rio de Janeiro 2009)
  - IMTS Methodology
  - IRTS 1993
  - IRTS 2008
  - MSITS 2002
  - MSITS 2010
  - Negative values in trade in services
  - Overview of EU tourism statistics (Eurostat, Chisinau 2010)
  - Overview of the BPM6 (UNSD, Hanoi 2010)
  - Overview of the IRTS 2008 (UNSD, Hanoi 2010)
  - Overview of the MSITS 2010 (UNSD, Hanoi 2010)
  - Tourism statistics in the CIS countries (CISSTAT, Chisinau 2010)
  - TSA: RMF 2008
  - UN ServiceTrade Data Collection

- Publications SITS
  - ECLAC: Activities in International Trade Statistics
  - Enterprises survey (UNSD, Hanoi 2010)
  - Improvement in business registers (ECLAC, Rio de Janeiro 2009)
  - Trade in services in ECLAC countries (ECLAC, Rio de Janeiro 2009)

- SITS Profiles
  - Antigua and Barbuda - SITS Profile
  - Argentina - SITS Profile
  - Armenia - SITS Profile
  - Aruba - SITS Profile
  - Azerbaijan - SITS Profile
  - Belarus - SITS Profile
  - Brazil - SITS Profile
  - Cambodia - SITS profile
  - Chile - SITS Profile
  - Colombia - SITS Profile
  - Costa Rica - SITS Profile
  - Ecuador - SITS Profile
  - Georgia - SITS Profile
  - Grenada - SITS profile
  - Jamaica - SITS profile
  - Kazakhstan - SITS Profile
  - Kyrgyzstan - SITS Profile
  - Lao PDR - SITS profile
  - Malaysia - SITS Profile
  - Moldova - SITS Profile
  - Myanmar - SITS profile
  - Netherland Antilles - SITS profile
  - Norway - SITS Profile
  - Panama - SITS profile
  - Paraguay - SITS profile
  - Peru - SITS profile
  - Russian Federation - SITS Profile
  - St Vincent and the Grenadines - SITS Profile
  - Tajikistan - SITS Profile
  - Timor-Leste - SITS profile
  - Ukraine - SITS Profile
  - Venezuela - SITS profile